A minimally nonlinear von Neumann equation for a Stern-Gerlach or Bell-type measuring apparatus, having a scalar product structure over the configuration space, i.e. a sum of locally acting terms, is shown to display a competition for survival between diagonal density matrix elements assigned to each detector combination, with a single winner randomly selected according to Born's rule and the rest collapsing to zero. Randomness emerges from deterministic-chaotic dynamics of the detectors, their microscopic states acting as a nonlocal set of hidden parameters, controlling individual outcomes. The scheme works without any kind of action-at-a-distance; still it fully reproduces quantum behavior, which warrants it is non-signaling.
Collapse phenomenology accurately describes a huge variety of quantum measurements. The paradigmatic example is measuring a spin component, by Stern-Gerlach (SG) separation of a particle beam entering in a superposition of spin components, into partial beams, each carrying one of the spin components. Separation is followed by recording signals from a set of detectors, each of them covering one of the separated beams. For each incoming particle, apart from noise, the observed signals are in total anticorrelation: one detector, wich is selected randomly, fires, the others not. Probabilities are controlled by the incoming amplitudes according to Born's rule; the partial beam corresponding to the "winning" spin component becomes the initial state for further evolution, with all the rest disappearing; that is meant by the widespread term "quantum collapse" [1] . Many attempts arose to create dynamical models for the collapse process [2] . In particular, random selection is efficiently modeled by a zero-sum game of the "gambler's ruin" type [3] , in which collapse results from a sequence of small steps of the coin tossing type, and Born's rule is traced back to incoming amplitudes controlling the initial state of the otherwise neutral selection process.
Collapse is not described by a linear Schrödinger equation; mainly because under a hermitian Hamiltonian the statistical weight of each of the separated branches is conserved, leaving no way for one growing, others disappearing. The same conclusion is reached by von Neumann [4] in the language of the density matrix: linear dynamics of the density matrix keeps the statistical weights characterizing the thermal state of the apparatus unchanged for indefinite time, leaving no way for Born's rule probabilities to emerge. Nonlinearity opens the road to trace quantum randomness back to deterministic chaotic dynamics [5] , in which the actual outcome is determined by initial conditions. Bell inequality measurements [6, 7] , as exposed in a particularly clear way by the CHSH argument [8] , demonstrate that the needed selection of initial states cannot be carried by the incoming particles, be it any kind of local hidden parameters (in this context "local" means that the particles are from a common source) [9] . The obvious alternative is the enormous pool of random initial states offered by the macroscopic measuring apparatus: a nonlocal set of multidimensional hidden parameters from a number of distant detectors. Nonlinearity opens the way for that reserve to get explored, thereby making detectors part of "reality". As shown below, nonlinearity, restricted by simple physical arguments, can act in a fully local way, without any kind of action-at-adistance, the only nonlocal event being the initial generation of entanglement by a local common cause: arrival of split matter waves from a common source. Using the density matrix, not the wave function, offers the possibility to specify the initial state as a locally pure state (see below); besides, to handle environmental effects through admitting the emergence of effective mixtures on a later stage of analysis for each detector [10] .
Including nonlinear terms in the Schrödinger equation had long been an obvious scope of research [11, 12] . However, it has been recently discovered [13] that nonlinear dynamics carries the danger of superluminal signaling between remote partners [15] , superluminal "phone" or "telegraph" constructions illustrating the idea [14] . In this Letter we exploit an important shortcut through this complicated problem offered by Brunner et al. [7] : theories fully reproducing quantum predictions are a subset of non-signaling theories, therefore it suffices to demonstrate that our scheme is in full accordance with quantum mechanics.
In what follows, we are looking for strictly deterministic evolution of an individual system, composed of a microsystem and a delocalized set of detectors, the whole being characterized by density matrix ̺ evolving under a HamiltonianĤ
that contains a minimal nonlinearity of the Kraus form [16] depending linearly on the density matrix; the constant ζ characterizes the strength of nonlinearity. Hermiticity of the nonlinear term, valid for any choice ofM in view of the hermiticity of ̺, assures that the evolution preserves the norm of the full density matrix, and emerging random selection of the firing detector(s) will be a zero-sum game. However, nonlinearity offers a high flexibility in pumping intensities from one eigenstate to the other, as displayed by collapse phenomenology.
The linear termĤ 0 contains environmental effects as well, that can be made explicite at a later stage of analysis. Excluding the possibility of any significant interdetector interaction through the environment [18] , it is decomposed into a sum over the spatially separated detectors labelled by index d:
Nonlinearity generally spoils additivity of the evolution, and that is responsible for the signaling property [13] . An important bonus of the present proposal is that it can avoid this catch, and preserve locality by preserving additivity, relying upon the concrete form of the operatorM . In particular, to assure in the nonrelativistic limit scalarness of the Hamiltonian,M should be a vector in the configuration space, including all potentially entangled partners, and the combinationM ...M † in Eq. (1) is meant to be a scalar product ofM andM † . However, for an apparatus with remote detectors, the configurationspace scalar product is decomposed into a sum of terms acting on each remote partner separately [19, 20] :
Finally, we obtain a von Neumann equation of the form
Initial states for a quantum measurement are composed from those of the microsystem and the detectors. For the first, intending a SG-like separation, we use a detector-based orthonormal basis of eigenstates |k of the observable to be measured (for brevity, referred to as "spin"): |± for SG, |±, ± for CHSH, |l, r and |r, l (for "left" and "right") for the original EPR setup [17] . In accordance with EPR expectations, before the measurement, locally pure states of remote detectors have random relative phases [18] . On arrival of the microsystem after SG-like separation, local interaction brings state |ϕ d ) of detector d into some -firing or quiet -"pointer state" |ϕ d k ); averaging over the random initial phases gives 
defining the initial weight of spin state |k as
Normalization of one-detector pure states produced in the strong particle-detector interaction, the moment immediately thereafter being defined as t=0, implies the initial condition
The coefficients c k , postulated as constants, carry information from the incoming microsystem, and control the individual details of subsequent local fluctuations. Following the time dependence of the matrices r d kl (t), now we turn to demonstrate that the direct product structure (6) is preserved during evolution. To that end, we substitute (6) as an Ansatz into Eq. (4) to see if evolution gets indeed separated into one-detector events. In first step, assuming thatM d is an operator acting on configuration variables only, we obtain a sum of equations
where the dot in the last product means operator multiplication. This gets separated indeed because we deal with locally pure states, see Eq. (5); using also Eq. (7), the last circular bracket is seen to be equal to
kl which cancels d ′ = d factors on the l.h.s.; finally, we arrive at a closed system of onedetector operator equationṡ
proving that the direct product structure (6) of the global density matrix is retained during the evolution, due to the additivity expressed in (2) and (3). Although the factors w j as defined in (7) are global (nonlocal) weights that take a control over time scales, each detector contributes locally to the dynamics of the local matrix elements r d kl [21] . Even leaving details of complex dynamics aside, the scheme offers a convenient way to unveil the dynamical scenario behind the 'gambler's ruin' game [3] , through which randomness and Born's rule emerge in full generality. We set upon displaying collapse as pumping weight w k from one spin state to the other, until all the weights of competing spin components |k end up in one component, selected in a chaotic dynamical process. Using definition (7) 
explicitely preserving normalization k w k = 1 as required by self-adjointness of the nonlinear Hamiltonian. We further observe that for any fixed (k, j) in the sum, for a self-adjointM d the two terms in the commutator would be cyclic permutations of each other apart from the sign, therefore the trace would cancel to zero. Accordingly, a non-HermitianM d is needed for pumping [22] . Introducing the decomposition
Hermitian, using the cyclic permutation invariance of the trace, and identifying adjoint operator products, pumping is finally displayed as exchange of weight between each couple of spin components, composed of contributions from separate detectors, each local exchange rate being a sum of real loss and gain terms:
with the directed one-detector pumping rates
The spin-nondiagonal matrix elements r d kj (t) reflect the fluctuating complex dynamics of detector d carrying the common information encoded by the incoming partial waves in the form of coefficients c k . The resultant pumping rate at a given time t depends on the actual microscopic states of each detector involved; that is the set of "multilocal hidden parameters" guiding an individual detection event towards a definite outcome, under the control of encoded quantum information.
How that happens in detail, depends on all construction features of the apparatus; deterministic chaotic dynamics of detectors may have many different physical appearances, the only common feature being that particle detectors are metastable systems traveling complex paths with many dead ends before finding their way to firing [23] . However, a simple mathematical model presents itself, somewhat in the spirit of CSL [2] : what happens is a diffusion-like process, well framed by general features of non-equilibrium statistical physics. Indeed, for each detector, the direct and reverse pumping rates contain the same matrix elements in reversed combinations, multiplied by symmetric coefficients; whatever happens at time t, the reverse might have happened at a different time t ′ , with the same probability. Accordingly, the resultant pumping rates (13) are fluctuating around zero, their velocity autocorrelation functions determining diffusion coefficients at each detector for each couple of spin components, through an Einstein relation: (15) where the averages are taken over the random initial conditions, independently for separate detectors.
That formal explanation does not automatically represent what happens in the process of quantum measurement. Diffusion-like dynamics emerges if the upper limit of the time integral is efficiently cut down by environmental decoherence, killing spin-nondiagonal matrix elements as soon as Schrödinger-cat-like superpositions of a quiet and a firing state of a detector are approaching a macroscopic size [24] . Accordingly, the validity of a diffusion scenario depends on decoherence offering the shortest time scale of the random selection process. Under that condition, pumping is a "fair game", in agreement with the "gambler's ruin" model [3, 25] , which results in final outcome probabilities P (k) equal to the respective initial occupations |c k | 2 , i.e., Born's rule. The conclusion can be easily extended from two to any number of players/detectors [26] .
A sensitive point of the derivation is the fair game (equal pumping rates to and fro) condition. In the simplest one-particle case (typically SG spin measurement, eventually position measurement too [27] ) it degenerates into a straightforward appearance of unitarity: if one detector fires, the others cannot ("quantum silhouette" of a remote event). In more complicated cases of Bell-CHSH correlations or high-energy collider experiments, where the observable eigenstates |k can be eigenstates of any combination of spin components and/or internal quantum numbers, it works for each detector and each pumping channel separately, implementing a kind of "detailed unitarity" [28] .
That is the end of our proof of principle that a nonlinear dynamical equation may reproduce the whole quan-tum phenomenology, without postulating extra randomness. This is also sufficient to demonstrate that the scheme is non-signaling, since quantum correlations implement a subset of non-signaling correlations [7] . The crucial point it gets around the signaling argument [13] is the linearity of the mapping |c k | 2 ⇒ P (k), the range of validity of which covers any kind of delocalized measurements on entangled states of multiparticle systems from a common source. By that linearity, the mechanism fully reproduces the non-signaling property of standard Copenhagen quantum mechanics, notwithstanding nonlinearity present in individual fluctuations.
What is, then, wrong with all those "telegraph" constructions [14] ? That seems to be the presence of an average in all of them: to steer local evolution, nature has to integrate up immediate information about remote features of the quantum state; thereby, superluminal communication is built into all those models by hand.
To sum up, although local common causes do not determine the individual outcomes of quantum measurements, they do control the correlated measurement statistics of entangled remote subsystems, through fully local events. The origin of remote correlations is identified in the locally prepared, then spatially separated and still coherent presence of matter waves, inducing entanglement between the remote detectors, as encoded into the spin-off-diagonal elements of the density matrix, subsequently expressed through pumping, finally getting manifest in firing statistics; all that acting as a local common cause, leaving no pathway for superluminal communication to happen. Nonlinearity is necessary for the mechanism involved to exist; without it, spin-off-diagonal elements of the density matrix, although formally existing and containing information about remote entanglement, would never turn into observable phenomena. Randomness is brought into the process by chaotic dynamics of the macroscopic detectors, running in remote places, with microscopic fluctuations at each of the detectors acting as "hidden parameters" in the Bell narrative; therefore the scenario proposed here can be classified as multilocal-realistic.
An obligatory outlook: of course this is but an incomplete framework for an extension of quantum mechanics, as long as the operatorsM
have not been specified. Entering an unknown territory, and looking for something generally valid, in a non-relativistic limit, a pair of conjugate coordinate and momentum operators,
seems to be a reasonable choice, if the role of coordinate is taken by some "pointer variable" of detector d -e.g., electric charge carried by the electron avalanche in a photomultiplier tube. The product x p having the dimension of action, the factor −1 measures it in quantum units, suggesting the quantumness (as opposed to classicality) criterion x · p / 1, the left-hand side being a symbolic notation for all dominant matrix elements characterizing a phenomenon. The constant ζ has the dimension of inverse time. Planck time, 10 −49 s, would cause a dominating effect of nonlinearity even on the subatomic scale; that seems to exclude any cosmological background of nonlinearity. Leaving gravity aside, characteristic time defines characteristic length and momentum too. So far undetermined is the ratio of coordinate and momentum in the decomposition (12) , eventually introducing a characteristic mass. Collapse dynamics offers access but to the product of the two terms; identifying quantum nonlinearity in noncollapse phenomena is an obvious direction of further exploration. On the other hand, if quantum mechanics is considered just a wave phenomenon, nonlinearity of wave dynamics is the natural thing to expect, and its characteristic time remains to be determined from experiment. Anyway, worth attention is the unavoidable presence of momentum in the emerging scenario: nonlinearity enters in the form of a motion sensor; approaching classicality cannot be attributed to growing distance of Schrödinger's cat components alone; the content of "dead and alive" includes motion as well.
A few closing remarks. As seen from Eq. (14), the fluctuating pumping rate between spin states j and k at any of the detectors is proportional to the actual product of weights w j (t)w k (t). While preserving the symmetry of the pumping step distribution at any time, it makes the speed of pumping vary with time, and vanish as the gambler's ruin game gets to the end [29] . That final slowingdown of the random selection process may appear as a possible mechanism behind the ubiquitous, still poorly understood phenomenon of 1/f noise [30] .
Another issue worth mentioning: the well-known heating effect of quantum white noise, as postulated in CSLtype theories [2, 31] , can be given a different look by the dominant role of momentum sensing in the present nonlinear dynamics scenario, displaying chaotic dynamics as an effective noise.
Finally, the treatment presented here may have a word to the elusive relationship between quantum mechanics and general relativity [32] . Quantum measurement emerging from a single dynamical law: that encourages one to consider mean-field quantum gravity, i.e., nonquantized gravity, the source of which is the mass density as calculated from the actual density matrix, as exact; leaving no place for intrinsic metric fluctuations.
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